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UPDATE ON THE EMERGENCE

It is no longer about the Masters appearing and speaking in public forums.
For more than one hundred years, the Western world has been slowly
attracted to the idea that there is a group of spiritual Masters with great
wisdom who will emerge into our world and assist humanity in creating a
new and better world. Books like Helena Blavatsky’s Secret Doctrine and
Alice Bailey’s many volumes of information on the Masters of Wisdom and
their plan to emerge into our dense, physical world have circulated, and a
variety of organizations have been created that have promoted the ideas in
these books. Many today, both in the Eastern and Western worlds, know
that the Masters have a plan for humanity and believe that they know how it
will unfold. In effect however, the plan of the Masters is not static. It has
changed many times, and it continues to evolve based entirely on the
decisions of humanity as a whole.
Today, despite progress on many fronts, our world is just as chaotic as it
was at the end of World War II. There is a total lack of unity in the human
family and the lesson of Oneness has not been understood or not been taken
seriously. The news is filled with examples. This is also how the Community
of Masters view the human kingdom today. Thus, the plan for an
evolutionary leap forward for humanity has had to be changed many times
in recent years, in part to allow the Masters to stand back and watch for
signs of those people who would wish to work with them.
The current plan of the Community of Masters for the emergence does not
include appearing and speaking in public forums. It is humanity and its lack
of cooperation with the Earth Guides that has necessitated this change in the
plan. Unfortunately, those most able to understand this fact, like readers of
the esoteric literature given to humanity by Masters Morya, Kuthumi and
Djwhal Khul, are often more focused on their personal evolution than on
promoting balance and harmony on this planet.
Too few spiritually aware people are actively working to raise humanity’s
frequency and save the planet. The Masters are not able to step more
overtly into the current state of human chaos. Instead, they have opted for
now to communicate through a few human assistants who are committed to
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serve the emergence and have been trained to work cooperatively with
them.
The main energy of the Community of Masters is focused today on the
decision makers in a select group of nations. Their intent is to help these
leaders see beyond the serious political and economic issues facing their
individual countries in order to consider the concerns of the human family as
One. These decision makers have the resources, the authority and the ability
to trigger rapid change. At the moment however, they have not as a group
been open to considering the options the Masters can offer although they
assuredly know who the Masters are and how serious the world’s political
and economic issues are.
The Masters will continue to seek out a long-term, ongoing working
relationship with these country leaders in the hope that they will be
converted to a cooperative way of thinking and adopt new plans. They
believe it is not yet time to attempt open communication with the general
population. Humanity is too chaotic and fueled with hatreds that make it
difficult for them to teach more openly.
The current plan of the Masters is still to offer the world’s leading decision
makers all the advice they would care to accept, but to do so through
specially trained human volunteers who are very sensitive to their frequency
and can serve as their voice. Such humans are often called vocal channels.
Without these specially trained human volunteers providing a voice for the
Masters, there will be no emergence. This is a harsh fact and one that is
difficult for many humans to understand. The Masters simply will not step
into our world whose chaos and hatreds are steadily lowering the planet’s
frequency. It is evident to them that humanity today does not yet
understand the necessity for unity within the human race.
Unfortunately, people who do this work of channeling information from the
Masters are often considered inaccurate, astral-plane influenced or ego-filled
personalities. This widespread antipathy toward channeled messages was
propagated by the books of Alice Bailey written in the 1920s through to the
1940s, when mediums were popular. At that time, many mediums were
dangerous since they were often influenced by discarnate entities who were
mischievous. The Tibetan Master who worked with Alice Bailey felt it was
important to warn the public of false mediums.
Although we do have mediums working today and some are very good at
their work, channeling is something different. It is a focused line of
communication to a specific Master with a unique energy signature. There
are a few people closer to the frequency of the Masters who, with training,
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are capable of being a voice for them, and this is one means by which the
Masters will communicate with the world’s leading decision makers.
Regarding those who already know a great deal about the Community of
Masters and what is required for a shift in human consciousness so that our
world can enter a new Renaissance period, the Masters are content that
these learned groups can move forward without their specific guidance at
this time. What would this advanced group of esoteric students gain from
seeing the Masters speaking in an auditorium? The Masters do not come to
entertain us. We already know that building unity within the human family is
the key to Oneness.
It is humanity that must build this new civilization, not the Masters. How
many are doing as much as they are able? What new information does this
educated New Group of World Servers need? The Masters will eventually
appear to those who have taken the time and made the effort to raise their
vibration and come closer into range of the Masters. Then, many more will
see and hear them. At the moment, humanity is not raising its vibration as
expected.
Humans want the easy evolutionary path. Thus, they expect the Community
of Masters to do most of the work. They wait in expectation that a day will
come when the world community of humans will see and hear the Masters
speak. This, many believe, will cause humanity to flock together and create
Oneness. Unfortunately, this is wishful thinking that ignores the hard
message: humanity is entrenched in darkness and clouded from reality. If
some of the darkness that surrounds this planet can be lifted, then perhaps
the Masters will see it as advantageous to create a new plan. The plan for
the emergence of the Masters has had to be changed many times. It will
change again for the better when the Masters see evidence that humanity is
moving toward Oneness.
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